Facile Fabrication of Near-Infrared-Resonant and Magnetic Resonance Imaging-Capable Nanomediators for Photothermal Therapy.
Although many techniques exist for fabricating near-infrared (NIR)-resonant and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)-capable nanomediators for photothermal cancer therapy, preparing them in an efficient and scalable process remains a significant challenge. In this report, we exploit one-step siloxane chemistry to facilely conjugate NIR-absorbing satellites onto a well-developed polysiloxane-containing polymer-coated iron oxide nanoparticle (IONP) core to generate dual functional core-satellite nanomediators for photothermal therapy. An advantage of this nanocomposite design is the variety of potential satellites that can be simply attached to impart NIR resonance, which we demonstrate using NIR-resonant gold sulfide nanoparticles (Au2SNPs) and the NIR dye IR820 as two example satellites. The core-satellite nanomediators are fully characterized by using absorption spectra, dynamic light scattering, ζ potential measurements, and transmission electron microscopy. The enhanced photothermal effect under the irradiation of NIR laser light is identified through in vitro solutions and in vivo mice studies. The MRI capabilities as contrast agents are demonstrated in mice. Our data suggest that polysiloxane-containing polymer-coated IONPs can be used as a versatile platform to build such dual functional nanomediators for translatable, MRI-guided photothermal cancer therapy.